
HHS Graduation 2015 

Virtual Walk-Through 



Directions to EMU 
Convocation Center 

Address:  799 N Hewitt Rd  
  Ypsilanti, MI 48197 

  
•  Get on US-23 S from Old US Hwy 23  

•  Follow US-23 S to US-23 BUS S in Pittsfield 
charter Township. Take exit 37A from US-23 S  

•  Take M-17 E to N Hewitt Rd in Ypsilanti 

 



EMU Convocation Center  



Parking Lot Entrance 



Graduation Parking Lots 

Graduate 
Parking 

Parent 
Parking 



Students Park in Back 
(Lot C and D) 



Everyone Enters Through 
Main Entrance 



Inside – Picture Spot 



Look for this area and walk 
through this hall and turn left 



Look for this sign and go 
downstairs 



Walk down these stairs 
and turn to the right 



Entrance to Aux Gym – Go 
through these doors 



The gym will be setup with chairs, find your 

name card (on chair) and get prepared 



HHS Staff  and Honor Guard Will Give 

Further Instructions in the Gym  



Tassel Placement 

 The tassel is to hang on the left side until you are 
pronounced graduates. 

 

TASSEL = LEFT SIDE 



Other Preparations 

•  You will be seated in the Aux Gym exactly the 
same way you will be seated on the floor.  This 
way you can know exactly who you will be 
seated next to and how you walk into the 
ceremony. 

•  Staff  and Honor Guard will be there to assist 
with questions. 

•  You will be entering from the rear entrances in 
two locations: one for the beginning of  the 
alphabet and one for the end. 
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After the Processional 

•  You will be seated and the ceremony will 
begin.   

•  There will be a little music and a few 
speeches and then you will need to be 
prepared to walk up and get your diploma 

•  Remember to watch for the Honor Guard 
(Gold Robes) as they will help guide and 
facilitate the ceremony.   



Diploma Time 

•  The Honor Guard will motion to you and 
dismiss you by row starting with the beginning 
of  the alphabet. 

•  Please stay seated until it is your row’s turn to 
approach the stage. 

•  Have your name card ready and bring it with 
you.  You will hand your name card to the 
Marshall who will call your name. 

•  Once your name has been called proceed 
across the stage.   



Receiving Your Diploma 
Superintendent  
Mrs. Sifferman 

 
 

School Board President 
Mr. Dumond 

 
 

High School Principal 
Mr. Mainka 

Mrs. Sifferman will hand 
you your diploma and you 
will then walk across the 
stage and shake hands 

with the following people 
in this order. 
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Picture with Diploma 



After Diploma Distribution 

•  Once you have received your diploma, get 
your picture, and return to your seat. 

•  Wait while your classmates receive their 
diplomas and the ceremony will continue. 

•  Be prepared for the official pronouncement 
of  the class of  2015 



Certifying the Class 

 Mr. Mainka will pronounce the Class of  2015 as 
having met all requirements for graduation as 
set by the HCS Board of  Education and State of  
Michigan. 

 Mrs. Sifferman (Superintendent) will stipulate 
that you are now graduated and you may move 
your tassel from the left to the right. 



Celebration 

•  This would be the time that you can throw 
your caps in the air if  you would like. 

•  Keep in mind that you will need to quickly 
gather your cap after you throw it so that we 
can recess out. 

•  After a minute or so of  celebrating, you will 
ask to be seated again so that you can walk 
out together one last time. 



Recessional 

•  The stage will be dismissed first. 
•  Then you will be led by the Honor Guard out 

the exit. 
•  Once you walk out the exit, you will find 

several spots for taking pictures and a tent 
outside right by where your car is parked.   

•  Your family can meet you there and you can 
leave directly from there. 
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Recessional – Walk Down This 
Hallway (Led by Honor Guard) 



Follow the Footsteps 



Walk Through This Door 
and Turn Right to Go Up 



Up the Stairwell 



Exit Out This Door 



Picture Tent and Parking 



Important Reminders 
Dress Appropriately 
•  Classy dress clothes that you would wear to a nice restaurant 

or wedding. 
 
Respect the situation and other people 
•  Do not take away from the importance of  this moment for many 

people who may have traveled from out of  state, etc… 
 

*We will not allow people with inappropriate clothing, 
behavior, or anything that takes away from the occasion to 

participate in the ceremony.  
 



Time of  Arrival 
All graduates must be at EMU and checked in by 6:00 P.M. (Doors 

open by 5:30 for Graduates). 

Find your name card when you get there and wait for further 
instructions.  Plan your arrival accordingly so that you are not 

caught in traffic.   

Graduates who are late and do not participate in the pre-graduation 
setup will not walk with the class, no exceptions. 

 

Good Luck!  We are proud and excited for you! 


